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Thomson Bike Tours InGamba Rapha Bikestyle Trek Travel Butterfield & Robinson Backroads Duvine Ciclismo Classico 

Scalable Full Bleed Images • • •

Large Photo Carousel • • • • • •

Responsive Site Design •

Trip Finder Wizard • • • • •

Catalog Download • • • • •

Newsletter Sign Up • • • • • • • • •

Press • • • • • • • •

About Us • • • • • • • • •

Mission • • • • • • •

Partners • • • • • • • •

Staff Bios • • • • • • •

Ride Itinerary • • • • • • •

Ride Profiles • •

Ride Map • • •

Testimonial / Reviews • • • •

Store • • •

Blog • • • • • • •

Photo Gallery • • • • • •

Loyalty Program • • • • •

Refer a friend •

Twitter • • • • • • •

Facebook • • • • • • • •

Vimeo •

YouTube • • • •

Flickr • • • •

Google+ • •

RSS Feed • • •

Pinterest • • •

Strava • •

Instagram •

Direct competitors for our Demographic not Direct competitors but companies that Do very big business

website competitive analysis
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key opportunities
In no particular order

Full bleed, scalable photography 

Nothing will sell our trips more than dynamic, inspira-

tional photography. Like most travel sites, the photogra-

phy takes center stage to help persuade window shop-

pers into becoming clients.

Responsive web design 

The internet is becoming more fragmented every day as 

devices, operating systems and browsers are changing 

not only screen sizes but also where and how we engage 

with the web. We must empower users so they can ac-

cess the site where and how they want.

Trip finder wizard (dynamic filtering and sorting) 

We need to offer users alternative ways to find the best 

trip for them by offering more ways to filter and narrow 

down choices from a large (and getting larger) inventory 

of possibilities.

Online downloadable catalog 

For users whom might want a more traditional approach 

to shopping for a cycling adventure, this only widens our 

net and creates a more complete professional impres-

sion for the brand. It could also serve as a great way to 

quickly share and amply our entire offering to users and 

potential partners. 

Branded information graphics for trip information 

Just as in cycling, nothing is more “pro” than to have 

every detail be consistent and on-brand. By transforming 

all relevant trip information into richly branded informa-

tion graphics, we will look more integrated, professional 

and of the highest quality.

Store for branded merchandise  

(cycling, casual, accessories) 

There is a huge opportunity for us to not only promote 

Thomson while riders are on our trips, but more impor-

tantly when they are back home riding with their clubs 

and greater cycling communities. Everyone wants mer-

chandise that are not only functional but clearly state 

that they accomplished a demanding feat, just look at the 

Leadville 100 belt buckle or more recently, Strava Festive 

500, where you could only purchase the commemorative 

T-shirt ($40 a piece) if you completed the challenge.

More relevant editorial content (blog/stories) 

While arguably no one else in the business offers as 

much trip details as Thomson, there is a lack of editorial 

content that helps to highlight the more intangibles of 

these amazing trips. Whether a introspective look at what 

climb almost broke you, or a roadside stop where you 

met a local that changed your perspective on the world. 

This type of content has the potential to inspire and touch 

people in a way that a climb profile graphic can not.

Prominent loyalty program with ‘Refer a Friend’ 

One of our best selling points is our high rate of re-

turning riders. We should make our loyalty program 

more visible and encourage our loyal riders to refer 

their friends to Thomson by making it super easy.

Prominent & personal staff bios 

A tour companies staff can make or break a trip. We 

have incredible staff with diverse backgrounds and 

experiences that we should highlight and promote as 

another differentiator against our competition. Me-

lissa is a great example as we could connect more to 

her “long way home” blog content.

Develop, aggregate and connect more social chan-

nels  

(Twitter, Pinterest, Google+, Strava, .RSS feeds)

Focus on what makes us uniquely Thomson 

We are the tour company for serious cyclists who 

want to challenge themselves. We need to own this 

and promote this at every level and in every detail of 

the site. InGamba is a great example of amplifying 

their core mission into every detail of their site and 

product offerings. Another example would be Trek 

trying to reach a broad audience, so they go to great 

lengths to help users understand what trip is right 

for your abilities.
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ingamba
http://ingamba.pro

overall look
Very minimalist, modern and clean. Site is elegant, consistent, 
mysterious, poetic—You get the feel this is about a personal, sensual 
experience. Captures the essence of what InGamba is all about.  

photography
Professional, editorial and poetic. Captures experience, destination, 
personnel. Well integrated throughout site. 

navigation
Focused, simple, clean and easy. Follows mission of company, eat-
ing, drinking and riding. Due to a few simple trip offerings, a small 
consistent destination calendar is all that is needed.

trip information
Extremely limited information presented in narrative form. No details 
available, which could dissuade a ‘type A’ cyclist. Only an editorial 
impression of the trip is offered. 

about us/staff
Very personal

extras
Comment section on destinations page feels authentic, live com-
menting could go wrong though, not sure if it is edited by InGamba. 
Like the secondary pages and functionality of the store, but not the 
home page of the store. Not sure where to click to get to product. 
News section shows off the press and his endorsements.

comments
Has an “exclusive” and “expensive” feel. Short on information. The 
store shows he has heavily invested in branded merchandise. Brand-
ing is consistent throughout the site. Great example keeping every-
thing focused on the mission of the company. Really offers a complete 
“package” utilizing deep meaningful relationships with their partners 
to provide a “pro” feel in every detail. Custom InGamba Pinerellos, 
InGamba Giordana cycling & casual wear, custom InGamba SciCon 
accessories and name stickers for bikes.
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rapha
http://www.rapha.cc/travel/

overall look
Clean, modern, simple design. Not a great home page. 
Trip list is less than ideal.  Overall a little dark. 

photography
Professional photography. The different logos (Rapha 
is branding their “types” of trips with iconography) for 
different trips are confusing on photos. Many of the 
images are hit or miss. Some are not very appealing. 
Somewhat dismal, dark, daunting.

navigation
Ok. Feature menu navigation on trip pages runs togeth-
er. You can find everything, but it’s not very considered 
from a design/usability POV. Overview pages for each 
of the types of trips give them the opportunity to set up 
the trips. Somewhat basic. 

trip information
Scroll for information. Not very well organized for opti-
mal viewing. Limited information. Information is mostly 
text, lacking information graphics or other richer con-
tent to describe trip. 

about us/staff
Nothing. Relying solely on Rapha reputation, nothing 
personal about trip operators. 

extras
Travel details is actually traveller information—that’s 
confusing. Almost a booking form. 

comments
Doesn’t feel like you are dealing with people. More of a 
brand. Doesn’t’ feel like you can pick up the phone and 
call or send a personal e-mail. Faceless. This is truly a 
“bolt-on” experience to a larger e-commerce site. This 
experience is most definitely a stop gap for a dedicated 
travel site for the brand. Its the bare minimum needed 
to support their new travel offering.
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bikestyle tours
http://www.bikestyletours.com

overall look
Somewhat generic and gimmick-y. Newsletter sub-
scription on home page is disruptive. Obvious focus on 
Tour de France. Not sure I believe they have 1 space 
left! Lack of focus with too much information, not that 
well organized or formatted. A lot of visual noise, with 
many elements fighting for attention. Site feels cheap 
like a used car lot, with a lot of bright bold color “Sale” 
teaser spots.

photography
Logos on photos on home page scroll are distracting. 
Not very inspiring or professional. Focus on race trips, 
so lots of stock race photography—probably not theirs. 
Photos are all different sizes with no rhyme or reason. 

navigation
The horizontal menu under the photos is odd and hard 
to use. Many navigation issues, not always sure where 
to click. 

trip information
Long scroll on trip page. Very poorly organized/de-
signed information. Way, way too much text.
 
about us/staff
They used this section for logistics and forms as op-
posed to a ‘get to know us’. No face behind Bikestyle. 

extras
Strava icon in social media icons that connects to Bike-
Style Strava group. They have a ‘Past Trips’ section. It 
gives the impression that they had 4 trips last year and 
23 this year. Confusing and has the potential to dimin-
ish confidence. 
 
comments
Obvious that they focus on race trips. Not very person-
al. Hokey and not well designed. 
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trek travel 1/3

http://www.trektravel.com
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trek travel 2/3

http://www.trektravel.com

overall look
Inspiring, epic, vibrant. Very well designed to engage window-shop-
per. Easy to interact with. Feels professional, authoritative, experi-
enced, worldly. The site is responsive, approachable, self-explanatory 
and not overloaded with information. 

photography
Great photography and well used throughout the site. Huge inspira-
tional photos draw the customer in and make them want to be in the 
locations depicted. The potential downside of the large photos and 
the way the site was built, you have to wait for all the photos of the 
carousel to load before you see any photos, this potentially leaves the 
page blank on slower internet connections. 
 

navigation
Highlights most important sections—how to find a trip, featured 
trips and why trek. Top Nav is complex, but easy to navigate and well 
organized. The trip finder offers many ways filter and sort to find the 
right trip.

trip information
Clear, focused and well organized. Great information graphics to 
show location, profiles and trip routes. Nice addition of hotel informa-
tion and images. Information is scannable and easy to engage with.

about us/staff
Personal, fun. Large photos. Clearly proud of their staff and highlight 
them as a differentiator. 

extras
I like the “Go Private” tab on each trip page as well as the ability to 
download a PDF. Trip Wows is an easy way to capture the most excit-
ing elements of a trip for window shoppers. Blog/stories section is 
cool, but it’s unclear who the writers are. Are they guides? It’s not 
obvious. 

comments
The trips look amazing. Reputation says otherwise, but presentation 
is completely dialed. Interesting: where are the testimonials? Perhaps 
they left them out for a reason. This is only site in the market that is 
fully responsive from a desktop layout down to a smart phone. 
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trek travel 3/3

http://www.trektravel.com
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butterfield & robinson
http://www.butterfield.com

overall look
The site is impressive. Gives you the sense that Butterfield will take 
you to exotic locations that you couldn’t get to on your own. Colorful, 
magical, diverse. The site is pleasing, accessible, very professionally 
designed. You get an idea of the scope of their offerings right away. 
It is clean and feels high end. Very similar to Trek. The color palate- 
green, orange, blue, white, feels fresh, lively. 

photography
Big, bold images. The colors pop and they have captured the more 
exotic elements of their trips. It’s enticing, mystical, and pops right off 
the page. No borders on the photos put you in the scene. It’s intimate 
and epic at the same time. Allows you to imagine yourself on the 
trip. Galleries on every trip page give you the option to see more. The 
photography is professional and engaging. 

navigation
They clearly have a huge offering, but the navigation never feels 
cluttered or overwhelming. It is a simple navigation. The home page 
especially is easy to interact with. Menus are self-explanatory and 
simple- they highlight essentials and while still making details easily 
accessible. 
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butterfield & robinson
http://www.butterfield.com

trip information
You have to provide your contact information in order to receive a 
detailed itinerary. The trip page has all the basic information laid 
out in a pleasing format. Graphics and different fonts give it almost 
a magazine like feel. Text is large and easy to read- telling of their 
demographic. The hotel section gives the opportunity to showcase 
high-end hotels. There’s a little too much white space after the initial 
trip information- you might not think to keep scrolling. The calendar 
and date options are noteworthy. I like the map graphics. 

about us/staff
Detailed about us section, makes me rethink what needs to go in 
there. The staff section is broken down by position and contains a 
short narrative for each employee. It’s personal, poignant and gives 
the impression that they know and are proud of each member of their 
staff. 

extras
I like the option to share a trip on various social medias. The Private 
Travel page is a mess. The image takes over and you can’t read the 
text. “We Give Back” section is impressive and gives the company a 
heart. 

comments
“Slow down to see the world”- clearly not our market. I get the 
impression that they are targeting a 50+ market. The trips are very 
expensive, which I would have assumed by perusing the site. 
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backroads
http://www.backroads.com

overall look
Refreshing, clean, earthy, natural. Palate is cool and 
accessible, almost inviting. Lots of information on the 
home page, maybe too much. Authoritative claim in 
header: “World’s #1 Active Travel Company”

photography
Something artificial about their photography. Not sure 
if it’s over-edited. Use large photos on almost all pages. 
Professional almost to the point of feeling staged. Rid-
ers look recreational at best. 

navigation
Complicated. It is a very dense site to cover their mas-
sive offerings. Well organized and easy to navigate, just 
a lot of information. 

trip information
All very easily accessible. Once again, you have to give 
your information to receive a detailed trip itinerary. This 
leads me to believe they have a sales force that goes 
after leads. 

about us/staff
They just do a handful of narrative style profiles for 
their trip leaders. Feels like a sampling. Knowing the 
size of the company, it’s doubtful you would interact 
with this staff on your trip. Not that personal. They rely 
more heavily on their philosophy and market share. 

extras
They make it very easy to contact the company. High-
lighted on home page. I like that you can schedule a 
call with them. “Quality Index” is a little odd. Not sure 
you have to call out negatives of other businesses. 
Option to make it a private trip is in tab navigation and 
pricing. The “Why Backroads?” is interesting. Gives 
philosophy, features, staff and support all in one place. 
They have “My Backroads” section, which allows you to 
sign in as a member and build your itinerary.

comments
It’s definitely comprehensive.
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duvine 1/2

http://www.duvine.com
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duvine 2/2

http://www.duvine.com

overall look
Professional, colorful, elegant. Duvine appears cultured and expen-
sive at first sight. There is an impression of luxury. The first half of the 
home page is simple and sleek, the second half, the navigation is a 
bit more random and ill-considered. The palate, black, purple, green, 
teal, is modern and functional- it allows them to brand their different 
experiences. 

photography
The photography is professional and functional, without being too 
dramatic or forced. It paints a clear picture of the experience. The 
gallery function on trip pages is easy to use, fast-loading and a good 
way of including more images. It’s interesting that you can scroll 
through the photos on the trip page or click on them to be redirected 
to a different gallery feature. There is a clear focus on food and drink. 

navigation
The navigation is comprehensive. There are several ways to get to 
the same information. The menus are simple, easy to use. There are 
many ways to search and reserve a trip. By region, by date, etc. The 
map function is a nice touch.

trip information
All the trip information is readily available and well organized. They 
include photos of the hotels and specific testimonials (although they 
still have a tab for testimonials with trips that don’t have any testimo-
nials). It is also specified if trips are sold out or have limited space. 
The ‘Region’ and ‘Highlights’ tabs are a nice way of calling out trip 
features in an efficient way. It is a bit confusing that you have to call to 
book certain trips, while others you can book online. That could be a 
turn-off for more digitally savvy guests.

about us/staff
Extensive section on Andy, the founder. He is present throughout the 
site as the face of Duvine. Each guide has a Bike, Eat, Drink, Sleep 
profile and a list of tours with links that you can find them on. It’s 
personal and sales-oriented. 

extras
Couture section is interesting. Apparently these are very high-end 
tours, a ‘money is no object’ style. The information on them is a bit 
lacking. There are several ways that they organize trips, by region, by 
calendar, by style. 

comments
The site is infinitely accessible and easy to use. It is professional and 
considered. There is an obvious focus on wining and dining. 
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cyclismo classico
http://www.ciclismoclassico.com

overall look
The home page is not that engaging. The type is too small and the 
colors are not refreshing. Like their name, it is not easily digestible. 
Too much white space? Something doesn’t work. 

photography
Some of the home page photography looks artificially enhanced. 
If you refresh the page, you get a different home page image. The 
photography is inconsistent in terms of size and professionalism. The 
gallery feature on trip pages is easy to use. 

navigation
The navigation is simple enough. I don’t find it that compelling, but it 
does the trick. The ‘Find Your Trip’ navigation menu is a nice idea, but 
with so many options, it’s often that you find no search results. Some-
thing to consider when designing a search or filter feature.  

trip information
They have a badge system to classify trips. The trip information is 
fairly simple. A narrative overview and basic details of the trip, along 
with a day by day summary and photo gallery. You have to submit 
a request to receive an itinerary. The trip information pages are 
straightforward but not very engaging. One ill-chosen large image 
does not sell the trip from a visual perspective on first glance.  

about us/staff
There is an extensive ‘story’ behind Ciclismo. There is a lot of focus 
on their founder, Lauren, who followed her passion and build a large, 
successful business while raising a family. They have a long history. 
There is a narrative about each member of the staff, including all 
guides. A little too wordy. 

extras
They have a lot of Traveler awards that they highlight. They also have 
a ‘The Ciclismo World’ element that encourages participation and 
engagement outside of the scheduled trips. It’s a good way of making 
the company feel like a club that you become a member for life. 

comments
The site does not feel very modern, progressive or well-designed. The 
information is all there, but it is not that compelling considering the 
competition.


